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1/11/2022

NEW ITEM SINCE LOG DATED 1/3/22

ID To Issue OME Subject Description

ASI-033 2/1/2022 $0 POOL & FIELD HOUSE BANNER SYSTEM DETAILS Clarifications to banner support system.

ASI-215 1/14/2022 $0 MISC. WALL DEVICES CLARIFICATIONS

Miscellaneous coordination of wall device locations including: Stair 6 

per RFI 1426, EX04 exterior light fixture locations at Area F west, 

darkroom light, and misc. coordinations throughout general 

classrooms. 
ASI-217 1/14/2022 $0 BUILDING GRAPHICS ARTWORK Provide final artwork for building wall and gym floor graphics.

PR-091 

AMENDED
1/14/2022 $50,000 ART WING VENTILATION Provide enhanced clay particle filtration in Art Rooms.

PR-101

AMENDED
1/14/2022 $46,000 

VIDEO PRODUCTION OWNER REVISIONS - ADDITIONAL DETAIL 

FOR PRICING

Providing additional info. at Skanska's request to more accurately 

price what was originally proposed in PR-101.

PR-111 TBD $1,000 LOCKS FOR AUD. CONTROL ROOM SLIDING WINDOWS

PW researching options to provide locking mechanism for (2) sliding 

glass panels at the auditorium control room, per direction from Bill 

Lovallo during 11/18/21 walkthrough. 

PR-123 TBD $30,000 PERMANENT DARKROOM & PHOTOGRAPHY ROOM REVISIONS

Proposed revisions to the permanent darkroom following temp. 

darkroom experiences:

- Red light quantity and brightness.

- Clear spacing and height of dividers. 

- Upgraded exhaust system in Photography Room

PR-124 1/14/2022 $20,000 
CONCORD & GODEN ROADWAY DRAINAGE - SCHEMATIC 

DESIGN PROPOSAL

PR-124 provides a schematic design proposal to add a catch basin 

and modify roadway grading at Concord & Goden streets to address 

ponding. 

PR-125 TBD $20,000 AUDITORIUM BALCONY RAIL 

PR-125 proposes an additional handrail along the leading edge of 

the auditorium balcony seating area as well as a proposed revision 

to the slope of the millwork cap.

PR-126 TBD $20,000 MILLWORK CAP REVISIONS
PR-126 proposes a sloped in lieu of flat millwork cap along the 

leading edge of the auditorium balcony. 

PR-127 2/4/2022 $4,000 MS MOBILE TRASH CABINETS REVISIONS

This Directive revises the detailing of the mobile trash cabinets to 

provide more strength and rigidity to the units. Note: Option to 

eliminate and replace with Furniture as cost effective solution

PR-128 1/21/2022 $7,500 ADD EXTERIOR LADDER TO ACCESS FIELD HOUSE ROOF
Adding exterior ladder south of existing small gym to access Field 

House roof.

PR-129 1/14/2022 $7,500 STAIR 10 HANDRAIL

Adding code-required permanent handrail to stair 10, which is the 

small stair leading to the stage from the main auditorium audience 

level.

CCD-334 1/14/2022 $2,500 ROOM NUMBER CHANGES

Modify room numbers in (5) rooms in Phase 1 and (6) rooms in Phase 

2 to facilitate signage by having room prefix to be the same as 

adjacent rooms.
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CCD-369 2/1/2022 SEE PR-124
CONCORD & GODEN ROADWAY DRAINAGE - PERMANENT 

DESIGN

Additional drainage and/or grading revisions to southeast corner of 

Concord & Goden Sts. due to ponding in moderate to heavy rains. 

CCD-386 TBD $15,000 PHASE 1 SECURITY CAMERA OBSTRUCTIONS
Relocating ceiling devices to permit clear lines of sight for several 

obstructed security cameras in Phase 1.

CCD-400 1/14/2022 $20,000 TEMP. DARKROOM EXHAUST

CCD-400 provides exterior wall exhaust for the temp. darkroom in 

lieu of roof-mounted exhaust. Also included is localized exhaust for 

the work counter in the temp. photography room. 

CCD-401 TBD $1,000 AUDIBLE FIRE ALARM SIGNAL AT OFFICE B332
Modifying fire alarm devices at Office B332 to ensure audible signal 

meets required dB levels. 

Subtotal Pending Rev. $244,500


